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A FUNCTIONAL CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR THE
JUMP COUNTS OF MARKOV PROCESSES WITH AN
APPLICATION TO JACKSON NETWORKS
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Abstract
Each feasible transitionbetween two distinctstates i and j of a continuous-time,
uniform,ergodic,countable-stateMarkovprocessgives a countingprocesscounting
the number of such transitions executed by the process. Traffic processes in
Markovianqueueing networkscan, for instance, be representedas sums of such
countingprocesses.We provejoint functionalcentrallimittheoremsfor the familyof
counting processes generated by all feasible transitions.We characterizewhich
weighted sums of counts have zero covariancein the limit in terms of balance
equationsin the transitiondiagramof the process.Finally,we apply our results to
trafficprocessesin a Jacksonnetwork.In particular,we derive simple formulasfor
the asymptoticcovariancesbetweenthe processescountingthe numberof customers
movingbetween pairsof nodes in such a network.
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1. Introduction
We consider a Markovprocess, denoted by {X(t), t - 0}, in continuoustime with
countable state space S. The process is assumed to be uniform and ergodic with
stationarymeasure r. Let qij be the rate of jumps from the state i to state j and
qi = ;ji qi7. Since the process is assumed uniform, we have qi q-q < X for all i E S.
The jump process{Aij(t),t - O}from state i to statej # i with qij> 0 is defined as the

right-continuousprocess that counts the number of jumps from i to j. Let A(t)
denote the vector with componentsAij(t), orderedin one way or another.Ergodicity
implies that its asymptoticmean A exists:
A = lim-A(t).
t--o
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Clearly A is a vector with components Aij ordered in the same way as the
componentsof A, given by Aij= zriqij.Considerthe process
(1)

Zn(t) =

[A(nt)- ntA],

t e [0, o),

n = 1, 2,.

It is expected that the sequence Zn= {Zn(t),t- O}converges weakly to a Gaussian
process with zero drift. Our goal is to prove this weak convergence theorem and
discuss the structureof the limitingprocess. For the basic definitionsand results on
weak convergenceof stochasticprocesses see Billingsley [5], Ethier and Kurtz [8],
Pollard [15] or Jacod and Shiryaev[12].
Here is a brief summaryof the rest of the paper. We first consider finite-state
Markovprocesses.Let d be the numberof pairs (i, j) for which qij> 0. The vectors
A(t), A, Zn(t) are vectors in Rd. Let Dd[0, cc) be the space of Rd-valuedfunctionson
[0, oo) which are right continuous and have left limits, equipped with the usual
Skorokhod topology. Theorem 1 in Section 2 identifies the weak limit of Z =
{Z (t), t_ 0} as a sequence of random elements of Dd[0, oo). This theorem gives

explicit formulasfor the entries of the covariancematrix of the limiting Gaussian
process in terms of the differencesof certainsojourntimes of the process. In Section
3 we discusssome ways of computingthese excess sojourntimes.
Let RN denote the space of real sequences with the product topology. For
processeswith countablyinfinitestate space, we firstview A(t), A, Zn(t) as vectors in
RN.Let DN[0,oo)denote the space of Rl-valued functionson [0, oo)which are right
continuous and have left limits. In Theorem 2, we prove that Z = {Z (t), t - 0}

converges weakly as a sequence of randomelements of DN[0,oo).Here we need to
impose the additional condition that for some state (and hence every state) the
mean time to hit it, startingfrom the stationarydistribution,is finite. The covariance
of the limitingGaussianprocess is explicitlyidentifiedand the formulasin Section 3
can be used to compute these covariances.
We next observe that the marginalsof the limiting Gaussian process are in (2
almost surely.This suggestswe considerZ, as a sequence in De2[0,oo),which is the
space of mappings from [0, oo) into e2 which are right continuous and have left
limits. In Theorem5, we show that Zn convergesweakly as a sequence in De2[0, o).
This is an improvementover Theorem2, because it allows the use of the continuous
mapping theorem to derive functional central limit theorems for a larger class of
functionalsof the path than is allowed by Theorem 2. In Theorem 6 we show that
Theorem 5 is tight in some sense. For any > 0, there are uniform Markov
processes (in fact birth and death processes) for which the marginalsof the limiting
Gaussian process are almost surely not in e2-~. Finally, Theorem 7 gives a
sharpeningof Theorem2 if appropriateconditionsare met.
A few simple examples are discussedin Section 4 to illustrateour results. These
examples point to the fact that the range of the limitingGaussianprocess is often a
proper subspace of the sequence spaces in which we have proved our limit
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theorems. One source of this singularityis the balance equations associatedto the
transitiondiagram,which say that the total number of jumps into a state cannot
differ from the total number of jumps out of the same state by more than 1. It is
natural to investigate if there are any other sources of singularityin the limit. In
Theorem8 and Theorem9 of Section 5 we characterizethe subspacespannedby the
limiting Gaussian process for finite-state processes and countable-stateprocesses
respectively. The characterizationdemonstrates that the balance equations just
discussedare the only source of singularityin the limitingprocess.
In Section 6, we discussan importantapplicationthat served to motivatemuch of
this work. We discuss the traditionalstable Jacksonnetwork and use our results to
describe the covariancesbetween trafficprocesses in the network that count the
number of customersjumping between pairs of nodes. Simple formulasfor these
covariances can be derived in terms of certain sojourn times associated to the
network.
Throughout,we let Ei denote expectationwhen X(0) = i and E, when X(0) - n.
Eo denotes Ejo, where jo is a fixed state chosen as in Section 2. Statementsmade
withoutspecifyingthe initial distributionare true for all initial distributions.
2. Limit theorems
We first assume {X(t), t _ 0} is a finite-stateergodic Markovprocess. Let m denote
the number of states, and d the number of pairs (i,j) with qi> 0. Let Z =

{Zn(t),t -0} be defined as in the introduction.Let rj(t) be the time spent in state j,
on the time interval[0, t]. It is easy to see by couplingthat the limit
ai = lim [E,[rj(t)]t--*oc

(2)

rjt]

exists. The followingtheoremgives explicitformulasfor the covariancematrixof the
jump processesof the finite-stateMarkovprocess {X(t), t _ 0}.
Theorem1 (finite state space). Considerthe sequenceof processes Z, as random
elements of the space Dd[0, oo) equipped with the Skorokhod topology. Then Zn
convergesweakly,as n -- oo,to a zero-meanBrownianmotionwithcovariancematrix
C with entriesCij,kegiven by thefollowingformula:
(3)

C.k
'ij

= {qijqke(7riajk

+ Frkaei)

12rtq2aj,i + riqij

if (i, j)

s (k, g)

if (i, j) = (k, f).

Proof. Recall that {X(t), t 0} is piecewise constant and continuouson the right
with left limits.Fix a pair of states (io,jo) for whichqio0> 0 and let T1,T2,?** denote
the increasing sequence of times t such that X(t-) = io, X(t) = jo. Consider also the

countingprocess
(4)

A?(t) := Aioo(t) =

l{Tk - t}.
k=l
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In the following the superscriptor subscript0 will refer to this specificpair of states
denote the rate of the countingprocessA?(t). Let
(io,jo). Let Ao= lrioqiojo
(n) = Aij(Tr)-Ai(rT ),
(5)
and q(n) be the vector with entries ii(n), with qi > O, ordered in the same way as
the entries of A(t). Clearly, the random sequence {iI(n), n = 1, 2, * * *} is an i.i.d.

sequence in Rd, providedthat the process startswith X(O)= jo. Let vi = Eo4ij(n). A
standardregenerativeargumentshows that
vi

(6)

=
r=

AO

q.ij
Cioq
ioijo

Considernow the IRd-valued
process
=
ZO?(t)

(7)

1

- A
T{A(TLl TLJ)

tJ}

=

1 LntJ
[(m)

-

Am],

where rm:= Tm- Tm-i. Since E0oz = 1/Ao, the sequence +(m) - AT,, m = 1, 2, ** *

is a zero-meani.i.d. sequence in Rd. It follows from Donsker's invarianceprinciple,
see [13], Theorem 5.1.2(c), that
as n oo,
Z? => C?W
(8)
where W is a standardBrownian motion in R8dand COis a positive semi-definite
matrixwith uniquelydefined self-adjointsquareroot /C?, and havingentries
C?,ke = E [ ij (n)

(9)

Air,n][ Jke(n)

-

Ake,].

Although (8) has been establishedonly when X(0) = jo, it is easily seen that it is true
for any initial distribution.Having established (8), write Z,(t) as follows:
Z,(t) = -{A(nt)

=

(10)

1
1
{A(TAo(nt)) ATAO(nt)}
n {A(nt) A(TAo(nt))} +

+

As n -

,

- ntA}

/ {TAo(nt)- nt}A.

- nt converges in distribution to a finite random variable

TAo(nt)

distributedlike the stationaryage of the renewalprocessA?. Hence the thirdterm of
(10) convergesto zero in probability.For the first term, we have
(11)

--A(nt)-A(TAo(,n))

A(TAo(nt)+l)-A(TAo(nt))

where the inequalitiesare to be interpretedcomponentwise.The randomsequence
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- A(TAo(nt)}n is tight, because Aij(TAo(nt)+l) -Aij(TAo(n,))
is the number
of jumps from i to j over a typical interval (TAo(n,), TAo(nr)+l] of the renewal process

{A(TAO(nt)+l)

A?. It follows that the first term of (10) also convergesto zero in probability.From
Equation (7) we see that the second term of (10) is equal to
z

A?nt).
\

n

r

We now claim the following.
Lemma 1. The sequence of processes {Z?(A?(nt)/n), t O}, n = 1, 2,
randomelementsof Dd[O,oo), convergesweaklyto a Brownianmotion:
{zOA

, as

nt)w

Proof of Lemma 1. The proof involves a random time change argument, as in
Billingsley[5], Chapter3. We firsthave the fact
for all T > 0,

Asup A?(nt)_
n

,

asn -oo.

tE[0,T]

This implies that the family of processes {A?(nt)/n,t 0}, converges weakly in
Dd[0, oo)to the continuousdeterministicprocess {Aot,t _ 0}. Furthermore,from (8),
we have Z?I> V?W as n->oo, where W is a Brownian motion, and hence
continuous. The process Z?(A?(nt)/n) is now the composition of two processes in
Dd[O, oo). Since the composition operation Dd[O, o) x Dd[O, oo)

Dd[O, oo) is con-

tinuous whenever the two argumentsare continuousfunctions, it follows from the
continuous mappingtheorem that {Z?(A?(nt)/n)}converges to {VW(Aot), t - 0}.
But the latter has the same distributionas VAoC?W.This proves the lemma.
From Lemma 1 and the precedingobservationswe conclude that {Zn} converges
weakly to a zero-mean Brownian motion in

(12)

Rd

with covariance matrix

C = A0C?.

At first sight it seems that C depends on the rate of the chosen embedded process,
but, of course, this is not the case.
Lemma 2. The covarianceC of the limitingBrownianmotion, definedby (9) and
(12), is also given by
lim E[A,(t) - Ait][Ake(t) - Aket].
Ci,ke = t-*oo
t

Proof of Lemma 2. It is easily seen that the right-handside does not depend on
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the initial distribution. Letting o(t) be a function such that o(t)/t-

0, as t-- oo, we

have:
Eo[Aij(t)-

A,t][Ake(t)-

Aket]
-

4AO(t)

= Eo E

(13)

AO(t)

=EoE

m=l

where ,m = ti(m)-

4AO(t)

1ii(m) - AijrAo(t)[

ke(m)-

AkeTAo(t)]+

(t)

A?(t)

fm E

77m+o(t),

m=l

AijTmand r, = ke(m) - Akem. Now
n

n

m=l

- nE[o?7o],
(mm=l r1m

n = 1, 2, . . .

is a martingale.From the optional samplingtheorem it follows that (13) equals
Eo[A?(t)]Eo[orl0o]+ o(t) = tAoCC,ke + o(t).
The conclusion follows after dividing by t and letting t

oo.

The final step is the computationof Cj,ke. To this end, we use Lemma 2 and the
Markovproperty of X. RegardingAi,, Akt as randominteger-valuedmeasures,we
write:
E,rAl(t)Ake(t)

= E,

Ai(ds)

Ake(du).

Now split the integral into the integrals over {s <u}, {s > u}, and {s = u}. The last

part is non-zero if and only if (i, j) = (k, t), in which case it equals
(14)

E.

ft

dAij(s) = 7riqit.

The integral over {s < u} is
E,rf
o~s<u~t0

(15)

Aij(ds)Ake(du) = E,
=E

Ake(du)

Ai,(ds)

Ai(u)Ake(du)

= E,r
Aij(u)l{X(u) = k}qke du,
where the last formula follows from the fact that Ae(u) -

t l{X(u) = k}qkedu is a

zero-mean martingale with respect to the filtration ar{X(u), u
E,[Ai(u)l{X(u)

t}. To compute

= k}], fix u and let X(s) = X(u - s), 0 < s - u, be the reverse time
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process over the interval [0, u]. This has transition rates qji = ziq,jl/j and, of course,
the same stationary distribution. So, by Bayes' formula,
E,[Aj(u)l{X(u)

= k}] = rkEk[A ji()]
=

7kEk

Aji(ds)

fo

= 7rkEk qj,il{(s)

(16)

(16)

=7k

=

=j} ds

(X (s) = j) ds

qj

r rjPj(X(s) = k) ds

Ckf

Let Ps(j, k) denote Pj(X(s)= k). Substituting (16) into (15) gives the following
expression for the integral over {s < u}:
riqijqke (t - s)Ps(j, k) ds.
The integral over {s > u} is similar. Hence, if (i, j) = (k, f) we get

(17)

EEAqj(t)Ake(t)- AiAket2 = 7iqijqke

(t - s)(Ps(j, k) - 7rk)ds

+ 7kqijqke (t - s)(Ps(l, i) - re) ds
fo
where we have used the obvious formula t2 = 2fo (t - s) ds. Let
Fjk(t)=

(P(j, k) -

k) ds.

Integration by parts gives
(18)

f (t - s)(Ps(j, k) -

irk) ds

=

Fjk(s)ds.

Substitution of (18) into (17) then gives
E,rAja(t)Ake(t) - AAket2 = 7riqiqke IFjk(s) ds +

7rkqjqke

F,i(s)

ds.

A functionalcentrallimittheoremfor thejump countsof Markovprocesses
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Thus, if (i, j) # (k, f), we have
Cij,ke = lim- [EAij(t)Ake(t)
t-,-o

t

= 7iqiqkelim t-oo

=

7iqijqkeajk

- yAjAket2]

Fjk(s) ds +

t Jo0

7kqijqkelim

t--?t

Jo

Fei(s) ds

+ zkqijqkeaei,

whereas,if (i, j) = (k, 1) the additionalterm from (14) gives
Cij, = 2rciqiaji + 7riqij.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Let now {X(t), t ' 0} be a uniform and ergodic Markov process with countable
state space S. We next turn to central limit theorems for jump processes counting
collections of jumps of {X(t), t ' 0}. For convenience, let us order the states of S in
some way as S = {1, 2, 3, ***}.Let dKdenote the numberof feasible jumps between
pairs of states in {1, ** , K}. Define a projection
SK: RN--

RdK

by erasingall but the firstdK coordinatesof a vector in IRN.Even though the process
is uniform, it may be the case that the excess sojourn times a,i are infinite. To
exclude this from happening,we shall consider only Markovprocesses with aij< 00
for all i, j. From the analysisthat follows in this and the next section, it will be seen
that it sufficesto assume that the mean hitting time to some state j is finite, given
that the process starts with the stationarydistribution.Then the following theorem
follows easily from the finite state space Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (countable state space). Consider the sequence of processes Zn as
random elements of the space DN[O,oo). Then Z, converges weakly, as n -> o. The

limit distributionhas continuouspaths almostsurely,and is uniquelycharacterizedas
a zero-mean RN-valuedGaussianprocess with independentincrements,and having
covariancematrixC given by (3).
Proof Kuelbs [13] has proved that a functional central limit theorem for a
sequence of i.i.d. random variables taking values in a complete separable Banach
space B holds iff the usual centrallimit theorem holds. The result of Kuelbsis stated
for the measures on the space CB[O,1] of continuous B-valued functionson [0, 1],
but it is easily seen that the result extends to DB[O,oo) with the Skorokhodtopology.
Further, the limiting process is continuous. Our theorem is therefore most easily
proved by consideringthe process (Z?(t), t > 0), which is constructedfrom a sum of
independentand identicallydistributedvariableswhen the process starts at jo. Let
AK(t), AK, Z,K(t) and ZK(t) denote the RaK-valuedvectors sK(A(t)), sK(A), sK(Zn(t))
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and SK(Zn(t)) respectively,where the definitionof Z?(t) is made as in the proof of
Theorem 1 by picking (io,jo) for which q0io> 0. Note that
(19)

Z?K(t) =

1

{ AK(TLntJ)- AKTL } =

1 LntJ
[K(m)

- AKm],

1=l

where Tm:= Tm- Tm-i and ?qK= SK(#),
with ?f defined as in (5). As before,
=
qK(m)
AKr, m 1, 2,... is a zero-mean i.i.d. sequence in dKwhen X(0) = jo, so

by Donsker'sinvarianceprinciple,we have
(20)

ZO,K> V

W

as n -

oo,

where W is a standard Brownian motion in RdK and COhas exactly the same
expressionin terms of the jump rates, stationarydistributionand the aij. From this it
follows easily that ZO?K(t)convergesin RRNto a limitingGaussiandistributionhaving
covariancematrixwith entries determinedby the restrictionstCO'Kof tC?.Now the
result of [13] gives the weak convergence in DN[0,oo) of {Z?(t),t -0} to an
independent-incrementszero-mean Gaussian process with continuouspaths having
covariancematrixC?.The same time change argumentcarriesover word for word to
give weak convergence of {Zn(t), t _ 0} to a continuous-pathzero-mean Gaussian
process with covariancematrixC = A0C?,whose entries Cij,keare given by (3).
The value of a functionalcentrallimit theoremis that it allowsone to immediately
write down central limit theorems for various functionalsof the path. In applications, we are interested in taking weighted sums of the jump processes above and
identifying the central limit fluctuations of such sums. In order to derive limit
theorems for such sums from an underlyingfunctional central limit theorem, we
need to work with an appropriatetopology on the underlyingspace.
For instance,let us examineTheorem2 in more detail. Since the topology used on
the marginalsis the producttopology on sequence space, we can only derive central
limit theoremsfor sums of a finite numberof the basic countingprocesses.In typical
applications this is not enough. For example, in the Jackson network example
discussedin more detail in Section 6, to derive functionalcentrallimit theorems for
the trafficprocess of customersjumpingfrom one node of the network to another,
we need to be able to add up the counts from an infinitenumberof types of jumps.
With this end in view, we now turn to refinementsof Theorem 2 that allow more
continuousfunctionalsto be handled.
In the following, our main reference for discussion of Gaussian measures on
sequence spaces will be [17], especially Chapters1 and 2. For the basic facts about
sequence spaces, see for example [16]. Note in particularthat Codenotes the space
of sequences converging to zero, with the topology of uniform convergence.
The followingresult is Theorem2.2.5 of [17] and is centralto extendingthe scope of
Theorem2.
Theorem 3. For a Gaussian distribution on RN with mean sequence

{mk}

and
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covariance matrix {sjk}to be concentratedon eP, 1 p <oo, it is necessary and
sufficient that {mk}k E tP and {Skk}kE ?p/2

As an immediateconsequence,we have the following.
Theorem4 (marginalsof the limit). For any 0 _ s < t, the marginaldistributionof
the weak limit of Z, on DN[0,oc) is concentratedon e2. Hence it is also concentrated
on tP for 2 p

_

ooand on co.

Proof. Since the marginal distribution is Gaussian and has zero mean, by
Theorem 3 it sufficesto verify that the diagonal of the covariancematrix is in f1.
Equivalently,by virtue of (12) we need to prove:
(21)

C?,y< ,

ii

or, using (9),
E Eo[ij(1) - Aijl]2 < oo.
ij

Let ri(n) denote the time spent in state i on the interval[Tn,_, Tn).We write
(22)

> Eo[?t(n) - AiTj]2 - 2,

Eo[qij(n)- qir1(n)]2+ 2 ij q2Eo[;i(n)-i n]2.

j

i22iEiji)

Since
i

Eo[,(n) - t ,]2 < Eo[i(n)]2
i

Eo[

+
i

r2Eo[n]2

r,(n)] +Eo[n]2

=2Eo[n ]2,

we have
q2,Eo[ri(n)
ij

-

ri,n=]2 q

E0[ri(n)- ,Tr12
i

q2E

qij

j#i

EO[ri(n) -

irn]2

2q2Eo[Tn 2,

so the second term on the right of (22) is finite. As for the firstterm, we may realize
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the process on a sample space supportingindependentPoisson processesNijof rates
qijin the obvious way, permittingus to write
Eo[qij(1)

-

qij'i(l)]2 = Eo

= Eo[
=

1(X(s-)

=

i)[Nij(ds)

-

qij ds]

1(X(s-) = i)qj ds]

q%jEo[Ti(l)]

so that
Eo[i)(n) - q?,i(n)]2 '
ij

ij

=

q jEo[ri(l)]
o
Eo[T(l)]E

i

joi

qij

q
qEo[Tl],
and the first term on the right of (22) is also finite. This completesthe proof.
In view of Theorem4, we may ask if the weak convergenceof Theorem2 holds in
De,[0, oo). This is indeed the case.

Theorem5 (strengtheningthe limit theorem). ConsiderZ, as randomelementsof
the space De2[0, oo) endowed with the Skorokhod topology. Then Z, converges
weakly, as n - oo to the zero-mean independent increments Gaussian process
describedin Theorem2. The correspondingstatementis also true in DB[O,oc), where
B denotes one of the (P spaces 2 'p ' ooor co.

Proof Since 12 is complete and separable,we may appeal to the result of Kuelbs
[13] for sequences of i.i.d. random variablesto reduce the problem to the one of
showing that the central limit theorem for the sequence {f(n) - Arn}holds in p2.
Note that this sequence is {2-valued,by virtueof (9) and Theorem3. From Theorem
2, we know that this sequence obeys the centrallimit theorem in 11Rwith a limit in
12. It follows from Theorem 2.3.2 of [17] that it obeys the centrallimit theorem in
f2.

Finally,let B be one of the spaces fP, 2 ' p oo,or the space Co.Note that (' and
co are not separable. Nevertheless, it suffices to observe that the inclusion
De2[0, oo)-. DB[O,oo) is continuous, and apply the continuous mapping theorem ([5],

Theorem 5.1; [15]) to complete the proof of the last statement.
Using Theorem5, we can derive a centrallimit theorem for weightedsums of the
different types of jumps as long as the weighting sequence is in f2. This is an
improvementover Theorem 2 and can lead to interestingconclusionsin examples.
For network examples, however, such as the Jackson network example discussed
just before Theorem 3, we would like to be able to handle weightingsequences in
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{'c. We therefore ask if Theorem 5 can be strengthened.It turns out this is not
possible in general for the class of uniform ergodic countable-state Markov
processes. The next result shows that Theorem 5 is tight in some sense. This result
depends on a characterizationof the excess sojourn times aij that is derived in
Section 3, but is placed here because it properlybelongs with the other resultsin this
section.
Theorem6. For any E > O, thereis a birthand deathprocessfor which the limiting
Gaussianprocess of Theorem2 has marginalsthatdo not belong to e2-~.
Proof By Theorem 3 it suffices to show that for any E> 0 there is a birth and
death process for which the diagonal of the covariancematrixgiven by (3) is not in
~'-'. Fix 8>0 and consider the birth and death process on {0,1,2, --} with
up-ratesAk, k - 0 and down-rates1Lk,k _ 1, given by
Ao= 1
/

k \1+6

/k = 1,

1

'

Ak=(k+)

k'1.

It is elementary to see that the process is uniform and positive recurrent,with
stationarydistributiongiven by
7rk= 7rk-(1+)
;0=

I-

k 1

1 + Ek-(l+8).
k=

-

In Section 3 the following probabilisticcharacterizationof the excess sojourntimes
is given, see Equations (29) and (30).
aj = 7(Erj-

(23)

Eioj),

i

j

ajj = 7njEror,

(24)

where rjdenotes the first hitting time of state j. The reader is referredto Section 3
for the derivationof these formulas.From (3) what we need to demonstrateis that
for any e > 0, we can choose 8 > 0 so that
(27iq2.aji +r,qijl

= oo

and also E,-rj < oo.It can be seen that the latter holds for all large enough 8. So, in
view of (23), and because the process is birth and death, it is enough to show that
i=l
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Notice that ji = 1 for all i ' 1. This leads to the observation that if we can

demonstrate
EKcri- Ei_lo-i > 0

(25)

for all sufficiently large i,

then choosing 8 so that (1 + 8)(1 - e)<1,

the fact that Sr Irl--=

o is itself

enough to yield the claim. We proceed to demonstrate(25). First observe that for
any k

i, we have Ei-i, +-

Ekoi,+. Fix K, to be chosen later, and let i > K. We may

write
1

Eioi+1 =

/Ji

+

i +i

Ai-+i
/
+ A

<1

i

Ei-_1ri+i
Ik=O

Ai+ i-i Ai+ -i

= rkEkoi+l
Kk=0Jrk

Hence
K

E,ai+l

- EiSri+l

E

rkEkOi+l

- Eici+l

k=O

1

K

k=0QEk
K

k=

=oEkk(1

Choose K so large that

k=o rk >

'i

/
i+l
A,Ekk

2.

Ai 0+

Ai +

2'=0 =kEk'i+1
1
k=O

z

i+

Aiyk=O k

Since limi,_ Ekroi+l=

Ai + I-i
00

for all 0 - k - K, and

since limio. {ti/(Ai + ,i)} = ?, it follows that the right-handside of (26) is strictly
positive for all large enough i. This concludesthe proof of the theorem.
While we cannot expect a sharperresult than that of Theorem5 in full generality,
we get sharperresultsif the covariancessatisfythe appropriatecondition.The result
of the followingtheorem will be appliedto Jacksonnetworksin Section 6.
Theorem 7. Let 1 _p < 2, and suppose ,ij C-~j < oo. Then as n -> oo, Zn converges
weakly as random elements of DeP[O,oo), to the zero-mean independent increments
Gaussian process described in Theorem 2.
Proof. By virtue of (9), (12), and Theorem 3, the sequence {(If(n)-Ar}

is

eP-valued.From Theorem 2, we know that this sequence obeys the central limit
theorem in Rl with a limit in eP. It follows from Theorem 2.3.2 of [17] that it obeys
the central limit theorem in eP. Since fP is complete and separable, we may appeal

to the result of Kuelbs [13] to conclude.
3. Characterizingthe excess sojourn times
In this section we give a characterizationof the excess sojourntimes aij defined in
Equation (2) in terms of the rate matrix of the process. This characterizationis
useful in calculations,as will be demonstratedin some simple examplesin Section 4.
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It is quite straightforwardto derive, and is discussed in some detail only for the
convenienceof the reader. Clearlywe have the first step equation
E[j(t)] =

qikexp (-qis)Ek[j(t
k9i

- s)] ds

O

where i j. Let Dij(w) denote the Laplace transformof the excess sojourn time
functionEi[rj(t)]- rjt.Then for i j we have
Dij(w)=

exp (-wt)[E[rj(t)] - rjt]dt
J~~o~

=

(-w)

exp
(-qiexp(-qs)Ek[j(t

qik exp (-(qi + w)s)

=

qik

ki qi

- s)] ds dt -

exp (-w(t-s))Ek[j(t

-

s)] dt ds -

w2

Dk()

W

W2 W2

qik Dkj(w)- -'

kiqi + w w(qiDw)

(q+

Since we assume aij = limt,, {EiTj(t)- rjt}exists and is finite for all i, j, we have
(26)

ai = lim wDi(w)

q ak i_

k'i

w--O

qi

qi

For each state j E S the equations(26) may be writtenin matrixform for the relative
sojourn times aij - ajj, i

j. Let a and Aj be the column vectors whose components

are given by
a{= (aij- ajj)ij
1

-15

IL= qi

8j,

where 8i = 1 if i =j and 0 otherwise, and let Frdenote a matrixwith entries
F'=k

qik

,
qi

ik,

i

j, k#j.

Thus, Fr is the matrix obtained by deleting the jth row and jth column from the
transitionmatrixof the discrete time Markovchain obtainedby observingthe states
of X(t) after each jump. Then it is easily seen that (26) can be written as
(27)

aI = riaj - rjl.

I - F is invertible, where I denotes the identity matrix.Note that the kt entry of
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starting in state k before being

e

absorbed in state j; this is always finite. It follows that aj - ajj, i#j, are uniquely
determinedby (27). To complete the determinationof the excess sojourn times in
terms of the rate matrixwe furtherobserve that for each j E S we have
ieS

raij = 0.

This gives
(28)

ajj +

iqj

ri(aij - ajj)= 0

which determines ajj, and hence all the aCy,i E S. Letting e1 denote the unit vector
(row) in the directioni we can write the followingexplicit formulafor aij:
aij = j(7r'- e')(I- F)-ltz.
The excess sojourn times also admit another probabilisticinterpretation.Let o-y
denote the hitting time of state j, and ' = EiOr.Let 4 be a column vector whose
componentsare given by
Xi==sij
We then have

J = (IWriting the inverse of I - Fj as

Ek=o (Fr)k

)-1i.

and using (27) gives

aij - ajj = -rjEi[Jj],

i

j.

Substitutingin (28) we also have
(29)

aojj= rjEto[j]

Hence
(30)

a,i = nj(E[ioj] - Ei[aj]),

i #j.

The discrete-timeversion of (29)-(30) is furtherdiscussedin [1], Proposition7.1.
4. Simple examples
In this section we carryout computationsfor some simple examples;a two-state
process, a randomwalk on a complete graph,the countable-leafedflower, a general
birth and death process, and an M/M/1 queue. These examples will also serve to
motivate the discussionin Section 5.
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2

Figure1. A two-stateprocess

4.1. Two-state process. Let S = {1, 2}, and let {X(t), t >0} be described by the
rate diagram of Figure 1. The rate matrix and the stationary distribution of this
process are respectively
A]

Q[A
Q

-

-L -=

/U
-

A ]
A+/,

A+/A

From (27) we get
,
a =
-t21-

a

2

-1

all

-

a 12-a 22

A+/

Together with (28) this gives
A
(31)

[aC11 a12] 1
Ca21

-A

(A +)2
-

a22

(A+/L)2

/,

(A+

)2 (A+

)2

The counting process associated to (X(t), t 0) is W2-valued,with the first and
second coordinates counting the (12) and (21) jumps respectively. The covariance
matrix of the limiting Brownian motion can now be identified from (31) and (3). We
get
-A(A2
C12,12

C12,21

C21,12

C21,21

+ A2)

(A + ,)3

A(A2

+

2)-

(A + ,)3

A (A2 +

2) AA(A2 + 2)
_ (A+ ,U)3
(A + )3 _

Note that the rank of the limiting Brownian motion is 1 and that it lives on the
subspace of R2 given by the linear equation x1 = x2. Also notice that in this process
the count of (1,2) jumps cannot differ from that of (2, 1) jumps by more than 1.
More will be made of this observation in Section 5.
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4.2. Continuous-timerandom walk on a completegraph. Consider a symmetric
random walk on a complete graph on n nodes. Here each node has stationary
distribution7ri= (1/n). Furtheraij - ajj is clearlythe same for all i j, and for all j.
Let this common numberbe denoted a. From (27) we have
a =

1
n-2
Ca-n-1
n

which gives a = --(n - 1)/n. From (28) we have ajj= (n - 1)2/n2 and aij = -(n -

l)/n2 for i j. This allows us to compute the covariance matrix of the limiting
Brownianmotion, based on Theorem 1. We get
n2-2

jji'- n3

2

n3(n

Ci
Cij,kj

n3(n)
- 2
n

1) where
where k
k =i i

n-2

where ki

Ck=n3(n - 1)

Cij,kl

=

2

n3(n -1)
n
(n- 1)

where i, j, k, t are distinct.

From this we learn, for example, that the excess over the mean of (ij) jumps is
positively correlatedwith jumps into i and jumps out of j, but negativelycorrelated
with all other kinds of jumps.
The covariance matrix can be written out as an n(n - 1) X n(n - 1) matrix which

determines a symmetricToeplitz form. One can easily write vectors that null the
form, for example, if wij=

j,ke-

ij,tk,

then

_ wijC~j,lwl = O.

ij,ij

One might ask for a complete descriptionof all the vectors which null this form.
Such a descriptionis an immediateconsequenceof Theorem8 in Section 5 below. In
particular, the rank of this form is (n - 1)2.
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4

Figure2. Countable-leafedflower

4.3. Countable-leafed flower. Let S ={0, 1, 2, * * } and let (X(t), t-0)

be de-

scribedby the rate diagramof Figure 2. The transitionrates are given by
qoi = Pi
i = 1, 2, ...

qio = 1,

where pi > 0, and

-=1pi = 1. The stationarydistributionis given by
7ro= ,

= 1, 2,** .

ri =Pi ii,

The mean time to visit 0 starting from stationarityis s,so Theorem 2 applies. A
straightforwardcomputationyields
E,o

=

!,

E,roi

2

Eooci =--

Pi

2'

Eiao = 1,

1,

Pi

2- 3

2

i=1,2, ...
i = 1, 2,

i,/ e{1, 2, ?-- }.

Eiaj =-,
Pi

From this one calculates,using (29) and (30) that
= 1 - 3Pi
4P

=1

aCoo

4

P

o=4

i

4

ar=-3l

i0=-43,

,

1

i = 1, 2,
*

1

= 1, 2,
i,jE{l,2,***}.

,
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The basic formula(3) then yields
2

(32)
(33)

Cooi = Cio,io= -Coi, i= -4+

i = 1, 2,

P~P

= Ci0oj0
= C0o,jo
=
Co0,0j

i, j e {1, 2, * }.

Equation (32) comes about because an excursion into a leaf must necessarily
returnto the root. From Equation (33) we learn in particularthat the fluctuationsin
the numberof loops made in any leaf of the flower is negativelycorrelatedwith the
fluctuations in the other loops, as one would expect. Theorem 9 in Section 5
identifies which linear combinationsof edge fluctuationswith bounded weights are
null.
4.4. Birth and death process. Let {X(t), t 0} be a positive recurrentbirth and
death process with state space S = {O,1, 2, ** }. We follow the notation in Dynkin
and Yushkevitch[7], Section 4.2. Let a, denote the rate of the exponentialtime the
process spends in state n before jumping,p, the probabilitythat the jump is to state
n + 1 and qn= 1 -p,, n = 0, 1, 2, ***. Then
qnn+l = anPn,

qnn-1 = anqn,

n =1, 2, ?

,

and Po= 1, qol = ao. Following [7], we place the process on its canonical scale by
defining
8o= 1,
UO=O

n

n= 1,2,

,

Pi " ' Pn
= SO+ ' ' +

, =

,
n = 1, 2, '.
?

-,1,

We define the velocity measure (/Xn)by
=- 1 Pi' 'Pn-1

2o =-,

2

Vo= 2/o,

Vn= 2/u + ' ' ' + 2,n,

ao

an q'l

qn

n = 1,2,

',,

and let
If v, = 22=o

n = 1, 2, * * .

/Ak, then v, < oofor a positive recurrent process. Finally, we define the

characteristicof the process by letting
n-1

So=

,

Sn=

m=0

Vm,,

n = 1,2,

.

The mean hitting times can be expressed in terms of the characteristic,and thence
the mean excess sojourntimes via (29) and (30). We have, for i <j
j-1
Ei

= 'S - >
=
Sj

Vmm
m-=i

m
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whereas, for i >j
i-i

Eiaoj

= Si Sj + (ui - uj)v- =

E (v. - V,)m.
m=j

From these expressions and Equations (29) and (30) all the desired covariances
between jumps can be determined, provided that E,orj = ,i rEio-j < oo where
7ri- 2,i. A case where the computations can be carried out explicitly is given next.
4.5 M/M/1 queue. The M/M/1 with arrival rate A and service rate , is a special
case of the birth and death process with
q(n, n + ) =A,

q(n + 1, n)= L,,

.

n =0,1,2,

Let p = A//p and assume p < 1 for ergodicity. We have
n 1,
anA + ,
ao = A,
q = ,

Po = 1

qn = 1,

Pn = 1,

n

1.

The quantities 8,, /p,, v, are easily computed as follows:
2xn = A-lpn
8, = p-",
n,

pn+l -

=A-1

v,oo -

1-p

v,n =- A

-

n+1

l-p

The mean hitting time Eij, is then given by

Ei=

A( - p)

-

-P

-

i

(j

if i <j
if i >j.

-)

P(i
,A(1- p)

),

The mean hitting time starting from stationarity is
E

=

7iEi(2j
=rj
7Ea,
E
=cr
0 E = A(1 -p)

-p

+ 1)P,
(2+1)

where we used the formula 7i = (1 - p)p' for the stationary distribution. This is
finite, so Theorem 2 applies. The excess sojourn times can now be computed from
formulas (29), (30). We have
(2j + 1)],

A-lp[1

aij= <A-l p[

-

P

-(i + +)p],

A-'p[ 1 - -(i+i
p (

+l)p],
j+1P

if i=j

if i<j
ifi >j.
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These formulascan be compactlywrittenas
1
U-+ _ (i +j
+p=O-_p[i+p+l)p]

aij ?= A-lp

where (j- i)+ = max{j - i, 0}. Using this expression and formulas (3) we can
compute the covariances Cij,ke. For i, k - 0 we find
Ci,i+l;k,k+l

= Ci+l,i;k+l,k = Ci,i+l;k+l,k = A(1 + p)pivk

Note that, after computations,

_i-o

2k_O Ci+l,i,k+l,k

- 2/.(l
=

- p)(i + k + 2)pi+k+2

A, a consequence of the fact

that the arrivaland departureprocesses are Poisson with rate A.
This example is generalizedin Section 6, where the case of a Jacksonnetwork is
treated in detail.

5. Range of the limiting Brownianmotion
From the examplesof the precedingsection we see that the range of the limiting
Gaussian process is often a proper subspaceof the space in which we have proved
the limit theorems. One source of this singularityis clearly the balance conditions
imposed on the transitioncounts by the requirementthat the total numberof entries
into a state and the total number of exits from the state cannot differ in absolute
value by more than 1. It turns out that this is the only source of singularityfor the
limiting process. The formulation of this result is straightforwardfor finite state
space, but somewhatmore trickyfor countablestate space.
We first discussthe finite state space result. For each i E S, let Vi E Rd denote the
vector with entries
if q >0
vi= +1
if qi > 0.

vi = -1

Theorem 8 (finite state space). The subspace of Rd spanned by the limiting
Brownianmotion is the orthogonalcomplementof (v', i E S). In particular,the rank
of the covariance matrix C is d - m + 1.

Proof. We firstshow that each vi is orthogonalto the subspaceof Rd spannedby
the limitingGaussianprocess. Considerthe process
A'(t) =

vkAJ(t).
jk

Since this process counts the net number of jumps out of state i it is bounded in
absolute value by 1 for all t. From Theorem 1 and the balance relations for the
Markovprocess it follows that Ai(nt)/n convergesweakly to the Gaussianprocess
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n - oo. But this process also clearly converges

weakly to the path that is identically0. It follows that vi is in the null space of the
self-adjointsquare root of C, i.e. it is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the
limitingGaussianprocess (which is the range of this self-adjointsquare root).
We next observe that the subspace of Rd spanned by (v1,i e S) has dimension
m - 1. Indeed, the m x d matrix formed by stacking the rows ((vi)T), i E S) in some

order is just the incidence matrix of the directed graph G with vertex set S, which
has a directed edge from i to j if and only if the transition (ij) is feasible.
>
Irreducibilityof (X(t), t 0) is equivalent to strong connectednessof G. It is well
known that the incidence matrix of a strongly connected directed graph has rank
m - 1; for example [3], p. 38.

To complete the proof it sufficesto show that the orthogonalcomplementof the
subspace spanned by the limiting Brownian motion has dimension at most m - 1.
* * *,
Let S0 denote the set of all finite strings of states ss,,= [so,
Sk+1] with k 0
and such that o =jo,
= iO, Sk+l =o0, and, if k 1, (si, Si+1) (io, Jo) for all
0 _ i k -1. Observe that S * is a countable set. From the path of the process
{X(t), t _ 0} startedat jo, we define the Sr-valued randomvariableE whichgives the
state sequence executed by the path till it completes the firsttransitionfrom io to jo.
Note that the path may visit io and/or jo several times duringthis sojourn.
Let eij denote the unit vector in the direction (ij) in Rd.Let V: S -> Rd be given
by
(34)

T'(s) =

N(ij s)e
ij

where N(ij s) denotes the numberof (ij) transitionsin s (for exampleN(io, jo | s) =
1 for all s). Note that
(35)

IJ(-) =

ij

i(l)ei

where frij(1)are defined in (5).
Since C is just a scalar multiple of C?, see (12), the subspace spanned by the
limitingGaussianprocess is the range of the self-adjointsquareroot of C?. Consider
the null space of C?, i.e. the space of d dimensionalvectorswith coordinatesw1jsuch
that
(36)

ij, k

wjCj kewke= 0.

We will now show that this space has dimension at most m -1, completing the
proof.
Let w denote the column vector of the wij listed in the same order as the
transitionsof the process, and suppose (36) holds. From (35) and (9) we have
Eo[wT[W(5) - AT1][V(-)

-

Al]Tw]

= 0.
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In view of (34), we may rewrite this as
Eo[L

- Aijrl)]

w1(N(ij

0

But this implies that

(37)

w(N(iNj |
C
ij

)- AijrT)=0

holds almost surely. Since the time spent in a state before a jump is independent of
the choice of where to jump, (37) can only hold if
E wi|N(ij

)
E)=0

ij

holds almost surely. Since each state sequence in SOhas positive probability, this can
only hold if
(38)
ij

wijN(ij Is) =

for all s e SO.
Let a= [o0o, Oar, , k] be any closed directed walk in G, i.e. ro= ok, and
Let N(ij I ) denote the
(cr, (oi+1) is a feasible transition for all O i-k-1.
number of (ij) transitions in a. Then (38) implies that
N
c))= 0
wijN(ij

(39)
ij

for all cr. To see this, first assume that (io, jo) is a transition in o. Fix such a
transition, and consider the closed directed walk in G that starts at jo, follows the
sequence of states dictated by a till state aok= ro, and then continues along states
in sequence, till it ends with the chosen transition from io to jo. This
aO, a2,...
closed walk has the same weighted transition sum as a, and it can be thought of as a
concatenation of elements of SO, hence the weighted transition sum of a is 0 in this
case as a consequence of (38). If the transition (io, jo) does not appear in a, we
choose s E S in which the state oroappears and choose an occurrence of o0-in s. We
generate a new element of S* by following s up to the chosen occurrence of a0,
following a once, and then finally executing the remaining transitions in s. The
weighted transition count of this new element of SO is the same as the weighted
transition count of o-, but this must be 0, by (38).
It is now a simple exercise in graph theory to show that the subspace of w
satisfying (39) is at most (m- 1)-dimensional. Note that since G is strongly
connected, it admits a rooted tree, T, which is directed into the root. Now, any
vector of weights wij satisfying (39) is completely determined by the weights on the
edges on this tree. Indeed, if T is a rooted tree in G directed into its root r, and if
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o(i), i # r denotes the successorof state i in T, then any vector of weights w = (wij)
satisfying(39) can be expressed as
W
i#r

Wia(i)vi

This completes the proof of Theorem 8.
The formulationof the analogous theorem for countablestate space is somewhat
delicate. The reason is that there may be infinitelymanyjumpsinto or out of a state,
so that the vectors v', as defined above are in generalonly in (--on the other hand,
as we know from Theorem 6, the marginalsof the limitingprocess may not be in 'l,
so we cannot considerthem as definingfunctionalson the limitingprocess. To prove
the appropriatetheorem we first need the followingsimple lemma.
Lemma 3 Let (Y,, n ' 1) be i.i.d. randomvariablessuch that
Y

(40)

Theneach Ynis almost surely 0.
Proof of Lemma 3. Note that we do not a priori assume anything about the
existence of moments for the Y,. Let V, denote the left-hand side of (40). The
characteristicfunction of V, is related to that of the Ynby
vn(t)= E exp (it+

Yi=)]

where 4y(t) = E exp (itY1).By virtue of (40) we have 4vn(t) convergingpointwise to
1 as n -+ oo. Taking logarithms gives
y(E) = exp (o(E2)).

From this one concludes that (y admitsfirst and second derivativesat 0, and these
are both 0, i.e. EY and EY2 both exist and equal 0. The conclusion follows
immediatelyfrom an applicationof Chebyshev'sinequality.
Now for each i e S let vi e t' be given by
v~,= +1

if qj > 0

vi = -1

if qi > 0.

Then we have the following result.
Theorem 9 (countable state space). For each i E S, the sequence of processes
(akl vikeZ,ke(t),t _' O)convergesweaklyto the identicallyzero function in D[0, oo).If
w = (wi) E('= is such that the sequence of processes (Si wiiZ,ji(t),t _ O) converges
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weakly to the identically zero function in D[O, oo), then w lies in the weak-* closure of
the subspace of {f spanned by (vi, i E S). Finally, if w = (wij) e to is in the weak-*
closure of the subspace of t' spanned by (vi, i E S), then the sequence of processes
(2ii wijZn,i(t), t 0O)converges weakly to the identically zero function in D[0, oo).
Proof Part of the statement is that the indicated processes are well definedsince for any t the process (X(t), t _>0) can have only executed finitely many jumps
up to time t, almost surely, and since i/riqii< q< o, this is clear from the

definition of Z,, (1). For the first statement, it suffices to observe that the nth
indicated process is almost surely bounded in absolute value by 2/Vn. Thus it
remains to verify the latter statements. The topology mentioned here is the weak-*
topology of (" as the dual space of e1; see [16] for background.
Let w E (t be such that the sequence of processes (ij wijZn,ij(t),t > O) converges
weakly to the identically zero function in D[0, oo). Then we also have
(2ij wiZn,i>(t),t - 0) converges weakly to the identically zero function in D[O, oo),
and in particular, that the sequence of i.i.d. variables {ij wij(qij(n) - AijTn)}with
central limit scaling converges weakly to 0. Note that these variables need not admit
second moments a priori. Nevertheless, as a consequence of Lemma 3, we learn that
they must be almost surely zero.
Let SO, _ and N(ij Is) be as defined above. The conclusion of Lemma 3 can be
written as
(41)

E wij(N(ij
ii

Ail) = O.
)- A

As in the proof of Theorem 8, (41) can only hold if
ii

w,ijN(ij E) = 0

holds almost surely, by virtue of the independence of the time spent in a state from
the decision of where to jump on leaving that state. Since each state sequence in S*
has positive probability, this can only hold if
(42)

2 w(iN(ij s)=0
ij

for all s e S*. As in the proof of Theorem 8 we can conclude that if o=
[Cro,crl, * * , ck] is any closed directed walk in the directed graph G associated to
the process, then

(43)

E wiN(ij Io) = 0.
ij

Since the underlying Markov process is irreducible, it is easily seen that one can
construct an exhaustion of the state space S by a sequence of finite subsets
S1c S2C ..SKC
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such that if GK denotes the restrictionof the directed graph G associated to the
process to SK, then each GK is strongly connected. We choose a root r E SI and
constructan infinite tree T rooted at r and directed into the root by startingwith
such a tree T1for G1, and, with TK-1alreadyconstructedas a tree for GK-1directed
into the root, constructingTK as an extension of TK_1 which is also a tree for GK
directedinto the root. T is the limit of (TK).We may now define cr(i) for i # r as the
successorof state i in T.
Let wK E t= be given by
wK=

(44)

i ESK,i,r

Wi,i)v

Then wK is a finite linear combinationof (v', i E S). We claim that the sequence
(wK)convergesto w in the weak-*topology of (C, establishingthe second statement
of the theorem.
For k, t E SK, we have
Wke Wi=
ieSK, ir

(i)vk

=K
Wke

where the first equality follows from the fact that (43) holds for all loops a in GK
(see the last paragraphin the proof of Theorem 8). Thus we may write, for any
a = (aij) e ,
(45)

wE ija,i - E wKai=
ij

ij

w,ja
i

K or j
SK

-

SK

i ' SK or j ' SK

waj.

Since a E el, for any e > 0, we can choose K large enough so that
E
i,j E SK

> Ilall - e.
Ia%il

With such a choice of K, the first term on the right of (45) is bounded above by
E 11wllo.For the second term on the right of (45), observe first that the summation
can be taken to be over {i E SK, j SK} U {i e SK,j e SK}, by virtue of (44). Further
each term of the first kind is wi,,()aij, and each term of the second kind is wjr(j)ani.

Thus the second term on the rightof (45) is also boundedabove in absolutevalue by
E Ilw11|.Thus the absolutevalue of the left-handside of (45) can be made as small as
desired by choosing K sufficientlylarge, establishingthe desired result.
E
Finally, it remains to show the last statement of the theorem. Let w = (wi) (e
be in the weak-* closure of (vi, i e S). Then (43) must hold for all closed directed
walks o, because N( I a) E ({. Further, SEiwijAij= O, because Sij vkAij= 0 for all
k S and A = (Aij) E f. It follows that (41) holds a.s., hence the variables
{ wijwij(fij(n)- ATjrn)}are almost surely zero. Hence the sequence of processes
(Eij wijZ,i(t), t - 0) converges weakly to the identically zero function in D[O, oo),
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and so also the sequence (ij wiiZni(t),t- 0). This completes the proof of the
theorem.
6. Fluctuationsof trafficprocesses in a Jackson network
In this final section we illustratethe applicabilityof our results to the important
practicalexample of a Jacksonnetwork. We compute the covariancematrixof the
traffic processes in the network using our results and express the covariancesin
terms of certainsimple sojourntimes associatedto the network.
A Jackson network of J nodes is a queueing network consistingof J first-come
first-servedexponential servers. The network is fed with customers by a Poisson
process of rate y. Each customer is routed independentlyof the others to node i
with probabilityro, where Ei=l ro,= 1. On arrivingat a node, the customerjoins the
tail of the queue and waits till it is his turn to be served. The service received at
node i is an exponentialrandomvariableof mean x,-1;individualservice times are
independent. A customer completing service at node i is routed, independentlyof
the others to node j with probabilityrijand out of the network with probabilityro0.
Here J=1ri + ro0= 1. The arrival process, the routing decisions, and the service
times are independent.We assume that the matrixR = [rij]is irreducibleand strictly
substochastic.The networkcan clearlybe describedby a Markovprocess {X(t), t >
0} with state space ZJ+.
Let Ai, 1 ' i - J solve the flow balance equations:
(46)

Ai = yroi+

E
j=1

Ajrj,.

From the precedingconditionson the matrixR it is easily seen that these equations
admit a unique solution. It is known that {X(t), t > 0} is ergodic iff Ai< /i for all
1 - i J, in which case it admitsthe uniqueproductform stationarydistribution
J

=

nr (p)'(1
i=1

- pi)

where p, = Ai/,ui. Jackson networks are a popular and widely studied model for
packet-switchedcommunicationnetworks.For more on the subject,see for instance
[18].
Certainsums of the countingprocesses associatedto jumps of {X(t), t - 0} are of
particularinterest.Here we focus on the followingprocesses:the process of arrivals
to node i, 1 ' i ' J, the process of departuresfrom node i, 1 ' i J, and the process
of jumps from node i to node j, 1 i,jj J. For simplicity,we assume that rii= 0,
1 i _ J. This results in no essential loss of generality,for similarresults can easily
be derived without this assumption.Our purpose in this section is to demonstrate
how the results we have derived in this paper can be used to compute the
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covariancestructureof the normalizedversion of all these processes. Interestingly,
there is a considerablesimplificationin the expression, and the final expressionfor
the covariances involves only certain simple sojourn times associated to the
underlyingnetwork.This expressionhas a deceptive intuitiveappeal, ratherlike the
deceptive simplicityof the productform stationarydistribution.
We introducesome notation specificto this example. Let e' E/ZJ denote the unit
vector in the direction i. For a state x e ,Z+, let x' = x + e1. Also, let x? = x.

Note that the sums of jumps we have to consider to define each of the processes
above involve weightingsequences in e=. Thus, to apply our results,we firstneed to
demonstratethe following.
Theorem10 (Jackson network). Let {X(t), t 0} be an ergodicJackson network,
with the statesorderedin some way. Then, with the sum being overfeasiblejumps, we
have xy C1y,xy< oo. As a consequence, as n-->o,

the normalized processes Z,

definedby Equation(1) convergeweaklyas randomelementsof Del[O,oo).
Proof. The jumps of {X(t), t - 0} are of three types: jumps from x to x' (J such),
jumps from x' to xj (J2such), and jumps from x/ to x (J such). From Equation (3),
and using the identity (a + b)12a1/2 + b112for a, b 0, Ey C.2xy is obviously
bounded above by the sum of six terms, each of which we now proceed to bound.
For each 1 - i< J, we have

C (xqxx,i)'/2=
x

(7r)1/2

(yroi)1/2
C

<

X.

x
X

oo.

Similarly,for all 1 ' i, j _ J,
>
x

(r,qx,x,)"2 = (pitirij)
<

12k
x

(xr)12

o,

and for all 1< i < J,

C (xiqxix)12

= (pi,iriro)112 I

(rx)1/2

X

X

<

00.

To bound the other three terms we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let x, y e ZJ, and let axy be defined as in Equation (2). There are
absoluteconstantsC1, C2< oodependingonly on the networkparameters,such that
lax,yl C1 Ixl + C2
where Ixl denotes 5J~=1Xi.
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Proof of Lemma 4. Corollary 1 of [2] demonstrates that the time to empty
starting from x is stochastically dominated by the sum of Ixl independent random
variables of finite mean. The time to couple to stationarity starting empty is a
random variable of finite mean. The claim now follows easily.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we bound the remaining three terms. For
all 1 _ i < J, we have

-

E (2rxq2xil(axxl)112 yro,E (2rx(C1(lxI + 1) + C2))1/2
x

x

<

00.

Similarly, for all 1 ' i, j _ J we have

x

(7rxiqx Ixail)l2 < p 2,irij.

x

(27r(C1(Ixl + 1) + C2))1/2

<0

and for all 1 - i

J
E (7rxiqx lacxil)2

(27rx(C,Ixl + C2))2

P2liriO2

x

x

< o0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 10.
6.1. Computation of the covariance matrix of the traffic processes. We now
consider the problem of explicitly computing the covariance structure of all traffic
processes of a Jackson network. Recalling that Axy(t) denotes the number of jumps
from state x to state y up to time t, we let
(47)

A'i(t) = E AxixJ(t)
x

be the number of customers jumping from queue i into queue j between time 0 and
time t, 1 i, j < J. Equation (47) also defines A0?(t) to be the arrival process into
queue j and A'?(t) to be the external departure process from queue i, 1 - i, j _ J.
To formulate the result, define P3j to be the expected amount of time that a
customer will spend in node j before leaving the network, given that it entered the
network at node i, 1 _ i, j ' J. This quantity is computable from first-step equations
for the substochastic routing matrix R. Let
/3io= 3o =/3oo = 0,

1

i, j --J.
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Observe that fPiji, is the total numberof visits to node j by a customerstartingat i.
So, from first-stepequations,we have
+i

j =sj

fij

k=l

rufkjLj.

So, in principle,the fBican be computedexplicitly.
Recall that Ai, 1 i J is defined by the flow balance equations (46). Let
Ao= go = y by convention. Recall that xi = x + ei, 1 _ i J, and x? = x.

Theorem 11 (asymptotic covariances). The asymptotic covariance between the
countingprocessesA11and Ake definedby (47), is given by
(48)

Cike = rijrke(Aipkjklk+

[Akfiii

) + AirijSij,kl

where 8ij,ke= 1 if (i, j) = (k, e) and 0 otherwise.

Proof From Theorem 10, i.e. existence of the weak limit in Dte[0, oo), and
formulas(47) we have
cij,ke =
x

= I

(49)

Cxixj,ykyt
y

E Cxxij,ykyt + E CxixJ,yky'
x
x#y

= C? ke + Cike

The quantities in the middle line are as in Equation (3) of Theorem 1. When
(i, j) = (k, f) the second term of (49) equals
(50)

C2i ,i=

x

xqxx=

x

x txi

=

Aiij.

When (i, j) ? (k, f) this term is zero. For the first term, we have
Ci,ke = E
x

(51)
(52)

qx,ijqyky(7rxixiJy

(= 5)
yirkrke

+

+ Trykayxi)

y

7yk

E
x

{i

y t"

r lim Ex[rTy(t)'*?

rykt]

lim Eyr:xj(t) - 7rxJt]
}
t--

The limit and the double summationcan be interchanged,see Lemma 5 below. Let
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rk(t) be the busy time of node k up to time t. The firstterm in the summationabove
can be written as follows:
y Erx
53x y

(53)

Exi[ry(t)-

ykt]

=
x

=

x

b-i

xEx,(k(t)-

(t)
E XrX[ExTk

t)

L-k
-

/1i x

EXrk(t)].

Similarly,for the second term:
(54)

x

E ryEy,,i[r(t)

-

rXt] =

A

rys[Ey i(t) EyT(t)]

kk y

y

Inserting (53) and (54) into (52) and interchangingthe limit and summationonce
more, see Lemma 6 below, we get:
C ke= tzirijLkrkelim {
t --.O

(55)

i x

7rx[ExJEk(t) ExT(t)] +-k

I Lk

y

Zy[Eyr(t)

-

Ey(t)]

= rijrke{AikE 7rxlim[Ex,rk(t) - Exrk(t)] + Ak,LE 7rylim[Eyri(t) - Ey(t)]}
x
t-ty

= rjjrke(Ai3jk/Lk+ Ak eii).

The last step is justifiedin Lemma7 below. Putting(50) and (55) togetherwe obtain
the requiredformula(48).
We now proceed with the justificationof the three steps in the proof of the
theorem. First, the interchange of limit and double summation in (52) is a
consequenceof the dominatedconvergencetheorem.
Lemma 5. Let fx,y(t) = Exj(yk(t) - rykt). Then there exists fx,y such that Ifx,y(t)l
y
y < o.
Fx,y and Ex 7rxx,

Proof of Lemma5. Let {XXj(t)},{Xr(t)} be two independentcopies of the Jackson
network state process startingfrom state x' and steady state, respectively.Let also
Mx'be their first meeting time. We can couple the processes after time Mx'without
changingthe marginals.We have
fx,y(t) = E{

llXXi(s) =

yk}

ds -

y =
1{X(s)

}

ds

min(t,Mxj)

1

= E

[1l{XX'(s) = yk} - 1{X,(s)

= yk}] ds.

Therefore
Ifx,y(t)l - EJ
fo

[l{XXJ(s) = yk} + 1{X,(s)

= yk}] ds = ,y.
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Furthermore,

r
x

Sx,y-E xxE(2MMx).
y

x

The latter is equal to twice the expected meeting time of two independent stationary
copies of the process, which is finite.
Next, the interchange of limit and summation in (55) is again a consequence of the
dominated convergence theorem. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.
Lemma 6 Let fx(t) = Exirk(t) - Exrk(t). Then there exists jx, such that Ifx(t)-R x
and Ex rxx < oc.
Finally, let us verif3 the last line of (55).
Lemma 7 Let 13i be the expected amount of time that a customer will spend in node j
before leaving the network, given that it entered the network at node i. Then
lim [Exir'(t) - Exr'(t)] = ij,
r---Oc

(56)
for all states x.

Proof of Lemma 7. The claim is obviously true if either i is zero or j is zero. So
assume that they are both non-zero. Couple the initial states x and x' by having an
additional colored customer starting in node i. Give this customer low priority in all
queues of its path in the network. Pathwise the left-hand-side time of (56), inside
expectation, increases, while the right-hand-side time does not only when the
colored customer is in node j and it is the only customer there. But the colored
customer's path through the network, followed at the times when service is offered
to it, is that of a single customer starting in node i in an isolated network. Also,
service is only offered to it when it is in node j if there are no uncolored customers in
node j. The claim follows.
6.2. Some examples. It is interesting to see what formulas (48) result in, in some
specific cases.
1. Departure process from a queue. Consider the overall departure process from a
specific queue, say queue 1. This is J=o0A1. Its asymptotic autocovariance is thus
given by the sum (see formula (48))
(57)

E E Ci 'e=
j

e

-

j

E rljre(,AiAjltl + Al318iAl) E Alrlj = 2A,/,lE rli3jl + A1.
e

i

i

2. Arrivalprocess into a queue. Considerthe overall arrivalprocess into a specific
queue, say queue 1. This is EJ=oA'0.Its asymptoticautocovarianceis thus given by
the sum (see formula(48))
(58)

E
i

E
k

rilrkl(Ai(lk/Lk

+ AkPkli,i) + E Airil = 2AlS
i

Plk/.Lkrkl
k

+ A1.
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Figure 3. A simple Jackson network

Let us observe that the autocovarianceof the arrivalprocess in queue 1 should be
the same as the autocovarianceof the departureprocess from queue 1 in reverse
time. Lettingtilde over a quantitydenote the quantityevaluatedon the reverse time
process, the autocovarianceof the departureprocessfrom queue 1 in reversetimeis,
from (57),
2A1

(59)

+ Ak.

Frlk3kltLl
k

It is easy to see that Alrlk = Akrk and
= A13lkgtk.
Ak/3klILI

(60)

Substituting(60) into (59) we obtain (58), as we should.
6.3. A simple Jackson network with two queues. Consider the network of Figure 3.

The externalarrivalrate is y and p is the probabilityof feedback.The service rates
are

1, /2. We first compute the Pij:
/3i11i =

=
1 --p
B21 t/ 1

The average flows are A1= A2= y(l

121-2 = P22/2,

-

1-p

- p). So the asymptotic covariance between

the process that counts customers jumping from queue 1 into queue 2 and the
feedback process is given by
C12,21 = r12r21(Al/22/L2 + A2311/1)

=

2'YP2
(1 _p)2'

7. Concluding remarks

We have proved joint functionalcentral limit theorems for the family of all the
counting processes associated to the jumps of a uniform countable state Markov
process. For finite state space the technique for proving such theorems is rather
standard,but we have given a complete proof in order to facilitatethe discussionof
the subsequentresults.A novelty in the resultsfor infinitestate space is our analysis
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of the function space topologies that one needs to use to derive such theorems;
which topologies work depends on the underlyingMarkovprocess. For both finite
and infinitestate space processes,it is interestingand useful that we have simple and
explicitformulasfor the covariancematrixof the limitingGaussianprocess.Further,
the null space of this covariance matrix has been related in a simple way to the
topology of the underlyingrate diagram.
Our motivationin addressingsuch issues comes from traffictheory, where traffic
processes in Markovianqueueing networksare expressed as the countingprocesses
associatedto certain sums of jumps of an underlyingMarkovprocess. For Jackson
networks,we have demonstratedthe value of our resultsby derivingsimple explicit
formulas for the limiting covariance structure of the fluctuationsof the various
internodetrafficprocesses.
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